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The advent of internet to the public back in 1994 resulted in the 4th industrial revolution
disrupting and transforming business and communication models. As much as the transformation
changed our lives and experiences, it has resulted in centralized models like Amazon and
Facebook. It also resulted in exponential growth of Fraud, Identity theft, and lack of trust.
Blockchain is considered an emerging technology of this era, which will trigger the 5th industrial
revolution enabling another massive storm of disruptive transformation completely changing the
current business models based on trust, security, collaboration and crypto currency. As the
evolution of blockchain technology is on full swing, companies and product vendors are rushing
to innovate and disrupt to be the first in the gold rush. In this praxis, we will assess what
companies are doing in various process areas including supply chain, dispute management,
logistics, and cryptocurrency. Additionally, we will review some of the economic opportunities
in the near future and what are some of the key lessons learned and gaps including global
adoption, blockchain interoperability, governance frameworks, and global acceptance.
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION

The introduction of internet to the public back in 1994 resulted in the 4th industrial revolution
of our world disrupting and transforming business and communication models. As much as
the transformation changed our lives and experiences, it has resulted in centralized models
like Amazon and Facebook. It also resulted in exponential growth of fraud, identity theft, and
lack of trust. Blockchain is considered an emerging technology for the future, which will
trigger the 5th industrial revolution enabling another massive storm of disruptive
transformation with a potential to completely change the current business models (again)
based on trust, security, collaboration and crypto currency. As the evolution of blockchain
technology is on full swing, companies and product vendors are rushing to innovate and
disrupt to be the first in the gold rush.

Figure 1.1 Our Journey with the Internet
1

1.1 Trust
In today’s business ecosystem one of the biggest plaguing element is fraud. The “Trust”
factor is increasing the liability of participating in business both from a consumer and producer
perspective. There is no trust between any of the transacting parties no matter what kind of
transaction we are talking about including news, which can be fake.

Figure 1.2 Lack of Trust

Many of our modern applications, systems and processes are fundamentally built on
business models and concepts with roots going back to centuries. For example, exchange of
value has evolved from a one-on-one barter system to a brokerage based marketplace. Another
example can be the evolution of currency evolved from coins minted from the ruling government
using precious metals to a regulated model of paper currency backed, guaranteed and regulated
by the federal agencies of that country. Again, exchange of currency and its value across
countries has been determined by middlemen organizations such as banks and trading exchanges.
2

As discussed earlier, the advent of internet, telephony and digital tools and frameworks
such as mobiles phones and devices have profoundly transformed barriers such as distance,
language, currency and boundaries to seamless nimble transactions
Even though we have many advancements and sophisticated business models (Facebook,
Amazon, Venmo, Zelle, and the likes.), our advanced model is still prone to fraud, counterfeit
products identity theft, transaction settlement times (example, securities) and are costly because
of the middlemen, auditors, regulators, collection costs, and so forth. Several (if not all) financial
networks are created by banks in the form of fiefdoms (example, credit card networks such as
visa, mastercard, and the likes). Those fiefdoms operate on a cost basis and in many cases the
customers bears the burden of those costs.
As our modern world scales out of bounds, the vulnerabilities and the number of incidents a
result of fraud, counterfeit products, identity theft and cyberattacks have grown exponentially.
The central threat that seem apparent among transacting parties no matter if it is a business to
business relationship or a business to customer relationship it trust. With advanced technologies
like 5g and IOT, the only thing we can expect given the problems that we see is a world of
digital mistrust, stealing, attacks and warfare.
1.2 Visibility
Lack of visibility of data (transactions and assets) between transacting parties creates multiple
copies of the same data creating inconsistency, redundancy, vulnerability and unreliability
between parties. Each transacting party builds silos of data, protections (or lack of) around that
data. Enterprises and large businesses may have the infrastructure and resources to do that.
However, small transacting parties or businesses will have to depend on intermediaries or
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middlemen to facilitate transactions, data protection and so forth. Examples are Amazon,
Logistics companies, and so forth, who charge money adding to the cost of doing business.

Figure 1.3 Lack of Visibility of Data

1.3 Traceability
One of the major issues in today’s economic model is lack of traceability of assets. Some of the
profound examples of assets we can relate to are produce, network gear, medicine/drug, art,
music and so forth. Because of this major limitation, fraud is profound and prevalent in our
global economy. There is no good way to trace where the assets have come from, how they were
logistically handled and the person or business selling the assets is genuine/authentic or not
(counterfeit). Lack of traceability of produce all the way down to the farmer level results in
tracing and reacting to health safety issues. This is one of the major issues Walmart is trying to
solve using blockchain. Similar initiatives and being taken by Merck in the pharmaceutical
industry and Cisco in the Network equipment manufacturing industry.
1.4 Business Rules
Business agreements are established between the transacting parties, many times in the form of
contracts or as operational procedures and Service Level Agreements (SLAs). However, many
4

companies or business partners fail to implement or take advantage of the agreed upon
contractual agreements in reality. Examples are volume discounts, costing, penalties for missing
SLAs, and so forth. This results in non-leveraged contractual terms, lower customer satisfaction,
prolonged and plaguing disputes, higher cost of doing business and all in all a disintegrated
operating model between the transacting parties.
1.5 Access to Opportunity
There may be lot of value in niche product or service available in many shapes and forms across
the globe. Some of it is evident in the models like crowdsourcing, Overstock, TripAdvisor, and
iTunes. However the broader global community doesn’t have a process and the business
collaboration framework to share, sell or buy those products and services. Many of the use cases
that can be related to this are in the areas of music, art, poetry, tourism, and so forth.
1.6 Lack of Accountability
Lineage and product quality in this global economy is a significant challenge. When an item is
needed to be traced to check if it has the right quality (organic, disease control?), right logistics
(storage, temperature, and so forth), and so forth, there is no good way of figuring it out at scale.
Even if there is a capability, it can take several days/weeks to find out. There may be a partial
solution here and there but not at a global framework level.
1.7 Cost of doing business
Because of all of the challenges discussed thus far, for one reason or the other, many businesses
(if not all) do end up figuring out how to accomplish the above at a variable cost, which adds
significantly to the cost of doing business. As an example, in many wholesale or bulk billing
scenarios between buying and selling parties, there is no trust regarding, pricing, SLAs, and so
forth. That results in parties conducting business to have various versions of complicated
5

contracts, data, pricing, payments, and so forth. This results in disputes, claims, legal battles and
cash flow delays. On top of that, one of the biggest issue is the resources needed to support the
business. In many situations, in today’s global economy, low margin-high volume businesses are
struggling to survive.
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Chapter 2 - BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is the technical framework and infrastructure with trust as the epicenter of the
architecture. It has the potential to be the global business disruptor, Network of security and
trust, enabling frictionless transactions with great degree of transparency enabling autonomous
peer-to-peer business with a permanent ledger holding the transactions, assets and contracts.

Figure 2.1 Blockchain the Global Disruptor

At a high level, blockchain conceptually is a distributed shared ledger which houses assets of
value like a phone, a service, an invoice and so forth. The transactions around these assets are
chained together on the permanent immutable ledger with consensus from participating parties.
There are a lot of concepts that need to be understood to explore the opportunities leveraging
blockchain technology. Let’s now get into the some of the details and definitions of Blockchain
in general.
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Blockchain is a technology that has been developed from scratch to address the
fundamental flaws in distributed business technology framework. Some of the flaws or
challenges have been discussed in the previous section. Some background of Blockchain at its
roots is that it was first defined in its preliminary form to secure digital documents, videos,
pictures, and so forth from tampering or backdating/forward dating (Haber & Stornetta, 1991).
Neither the original Bellcore researchers Drs Haber and Stornetta nor the creator of bitcoin
(Satoshi Nakamoto) used the name Blockchain (Oberhaus, 2018).
The name blockchain comes from the way transaction blocks are stored in the ledger
chained together between previous block and the next block with a hash value (token) as shown
in Figure 2.2. The first block in the chain is referred to as a genesis block (TecraCoin, 2019).
These block gets stored on the chain with respective time stamp sequencing and the rules agreed
upon (smart contracts) by the transacting parties. Just like in Financial journals the blocks
chained together are tamperproof (cannot be manipulated) and hence immutable.

Figure 2.2 Blockchain - a connected chain of immutable transactions

A high level flow of a typical blockchain transaction is shown in Figure 2.3 below.
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Figure 2.3 Functional Flow of Blockchain transaction (Rosic, 2016)

Let’s get a bit deeper in to some of the core concepts of blockchain as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Key concepts in Blockchain
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2.1 Distributed Ledger
Accounting ledgers have been known to our world in the business of lending, banking, and so
forth for ages. A transaction once posted in an accounting ledger, cannot be modified. The only
way to modify is via a debit or a credit transaction. What is new in the world of blockchain is the
concept of a shared, distributed ledger. A shared distributed ledger is an immutable log of all
transactions on the network, accessible to all the participants based on the permissions/security
(Cosentino, 2018). In a shared distributed ledger the transactions are stored on chain and the
individual participant nodes will have a mirror image of that recording saving the effort of
creating a local copy. Some of the key characteristics of shared ledger are:


One version of the truth across participating nodes on the network establishing a system
of record



Each participating node will have a copy of the ledger



Secured based on the permissions and privileges of the participants

(Cosentino, 2018)
2.2 Types of Blockchains
Blockchain network technologies can be permissioned, permissionless or something in the
middle (hybrid) as shown in Figure 2-5. With a permissioned or private blockchain, each
participant has a unique identity and is on boarded as a participant in the private blockchain
network by a central authority of the network or a business consortium. In a permissioned
blockchain set-up, in general the assets and the transactions are not openly available to the public
or even the participants unless there are specific permissions granted to the participant based on a
business relationship. The concept of permissioned blockchain can be profound even at a
consumer level when you put it under the privacy protection lens. Privacy regulations such as
10

California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), EU Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and so forth, become natural fits
to use permissioned blockchain technologies such as Hyperledger Fabric.

Figure 2.5 Public, Private and Hybrid blockchain

On the other hand, public or permissionless blockchain tends to be open to all. Anyone can join a
public blockchain as validators and validate a transaction on the chain and view the correctness
of the transaction (Sharma, 2019). As shown in Figure 2.4, something in the middle between
private and public blockchain is the Public Permissioned blockchain (hybrid). In the hybrid
flavor of the blockchain technology, permissions are granted to the participants for the
verification of the transactions. However, transaction initiation and view does not require
permissions. An example of the public permissioned blockchain technology is Ripple. Ripple
11

allows the blockchain participants to get the privileges based on the roles in the business network
(example: A producer, supplier, distributer, logistics provider, auditor and consumer) (Seth,
2018).
One thing key to understand is the foundational elements of a blockchain such as a distributed
ledger, consensus, provenance, immutability, smart contracts, and so forth. are common across
all the blockchain types. The difference come in terms security management, consensus
mechanisms and their applications (Sharma, 2019).
2.3 Consensus
We will focus on the consensus aspect of blockchain from a private permissioned blockchain
network. As we discussed before, one of the core features of blockchain, which makes it perfect
for a business transactions and communication is Consensus. In a permissioned blockchain
network or consortium of businesses in the network, the trust is further enhanced with mutual
consensus in posting/committing the transaction on the distributed ledger. In other words, the
transaction cannot be committed or saved on the chain without the participants’ consensus. There
are several popular consensus algorithms that are used in various permissioned blockchain
frameworks. Some of the popular algorithms are:


Proof of stake: In the simplest sense, whoever has the highest stake in the network would
get to be the winner in validating the block on the network (Konstantopoulos, 2017). This
algorithm works great in examples like a consortium where some of the big players with
the highest stake in a time period may get to be the winners to validate the block.



Proof of Work: This is probably the most popular consensus algorithm used in the
blockchain realm. Bitcoin uses this algorithm for consensus. At a high level, the two key
points of this algorithm are (a) the winner will be the one who will solve a very difficult
12

crypto graphic problem, which requires enormous amount of computational power and
(b) no one can own more than half of the computational resources, which offers robust
security (Massessi, 2019)


Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT): This is algorithm is driven by a classical
Byzantine Generals problem. The algorithm is designed to settle differences among
network participants (nodes) when one or more nodes in a set of nodes generate different
output from the others (Hunter, 2017).

Many of the blockchain frameworks such as Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum support multiple
consensus algorithms. Business blockchain networks can chose a consensus algorithm, which
may be fit for their purpose.
2.4 Smart Contracts
A Smart Contract is a programmable agreement between multiple participating parties. Smart
contract would have access to data and transactions on the chain. It is implemented on the
blockchain network with consensus of all the participating parties. The smart contracts signed by
all the parties make the network more trust worthy and inclusive. The smart contract execute on
their own based on the conditions in the contract becoming true or false with the incoming data
or transaction from respective participating nodes. Smart contracts are written in programming
languages such as Golang or Java and may have constructs (or code) that may be self-executing
(fully or partially) based on the agreed upon conditions/agreement. As shown in Figure 2.6, their
purpose is to provide digital security and trust superior to traditional contract models while
reducing the disputes, increasing effectiveness and making change management nimble and cost
effective compared to traditional contracts.
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For example, a smart contract may define contractual conditions under which a telecom services
provider must be penalized or not based on a regulatory requirement or SLA. Smart contracts
enables a unique capability in enterprise peer-to-peer business what can be called the emergence
of programmable economy or business.

Figure 2.6 Smart Contract
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2.5 Bitcoin: A popular Blockchain
Let’s dig deeper in understanding one of the most popular blockchain technologies - bitcoin. As
described previously, bitcoin is one of the first implementations of blockchain technologies in
support of the bitcoin crypto currency. One of the main things to remember and note is bitcoin is
implemented solely to manage “bitcoin” as a crypto currency defying the norms of traditionally
defined currencies such as USD and Indian Rupee managed by the central banks of respective
countries. For a deeper understanding of bitcoin crypto and technology, let’s go through the back
ground, how bitcoin works.
2.5.1 History of Bitcoin
The inception of bitcoin is a bit mysterious. Bitcoin had its debut back in 2009 when it’s
anonymous inventor (Satoshi Nakamoto) developed the technology with the idea of coming up
with a currency and exchange independent of any central authority and could be transferred
electronically in a secure, verifiable and immutable way (Coindesk, 2020). It is mysterious
because no one knows who Satoshi Nakamoto is (a person or a group).
2.5.2 How Bitcoin works?
Bitcoin, the token, the crypto currency is technically a file with hash value. Bitcoin the protocol
or the blockchain network is the decentralized distributed framework which maintains the
immutable ledger of bitcoins (the token/currency). This should fundamentally clarify the token
versus the bitcoin protocol.
Let’s walk through a simple flow of how bitcoin transaction works. If the owner of bitcoin wants
to send a bitcoin or transact with a bitcoin they own, roughly the following steps happen:
1. Validation happens on the bitcoin blockchain that the person owns that coin
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2. Also validate that it is not double spent
3. After the validation is complete, the transaction gets added in the form of a block
attached to the previous block
The process of adding the block is done by a process called “mining”, where the participants in
the blockchain compete to solve a complex mathematical problem. The winner who solves the
problem gets rewarded.
2.5.3 What is mining?
Let’s define blockchain mining at a high level and then put it in the context of bitcoin. Mining in
blockchain is the process of adding transactions to the distributed ledger shared with all the
participating nodes. The process of mining may or may not have to result in a reward
mechanism. However, based on the blockchain protocol, there can be a reward mechanism built
for miners/participants. For example in the Verizon scenario, the blockchain solution between
Verizon and ATT did not result in any reward for either party. In the bitcoin scenario,
technically, mining involves solving a complicated mathematical problem resulting in creating a
hash of a block of transactions that cannot be easily tampered, protecting the integrity of the
entire blockchain, without the need for a central system like a traditional financial system (like
banks) (techopedia, 2020). Successful miner will get rewarded with a bitcoin or coins. We will
dig deeper as to how the bitcoin protocol works, what is involved in creating a successful hash,
how does the rewarding system work, and so forth.
2.5.4 What are the bitcoin participants solving?
Let’s take the dumb down approach to understand what the miners are doing. The simplest way
to explain what the miners are doing is let’s say I tell three friends Jill, Jack and Joe that they
have to guess a number that is less than or equal to what I am thinking between 0 and 1000. Let’s
16

say I guess a number 151 and put it in a box. Jill guesses 950, which is higher than 151 and loses.
Jack and Joe guess 117 and 125 respectively. Both are less than 151. However, Joe may not
necessarily be a winner because Joe may not have been the one who worked the hardest to find
the answer! Now let’s switch to bitcoin terms. What if the bitcoin protocol asks the millions of
participants a 64 bit hex number to find? What if multiple participants find a winning # less than
or equal to target just like Jack and Joe did? That’s where the proof of work algorithm kicks in
where 51% of the participants (simple majority) decide who the winner is and the most likely
winner is going to be the one who worked the hardest with their computing power.
Let’s quickly look at this from a security and robustness of the algorithm (Byzantine Generals
problem) perspective as to why a bitcoin cannot be double spent. For an attacker to create an
alternative single block or chain of blocks and try to convince everyone else on the network that
theirs is the right one, the hacker has to have more "proof of work" (a lower hash value and more
validated blocks). Since all the participants in the blockchain have used majority of the power (at
least 51%) together to create the block, to beat that process, the attacker will need more than
51% power! Hence, making it impossible to attack or defraud. Figure 2.7 nicely explains the
flow of a bitcoin transaction.
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Figure 2.7 Understanding a bitcoin transaction flow (Bitcoinwiki, 2020)

Just to give you the magnitude of what the chances of winning the puzzle at the current moment,
it 1 out of approx. 13.69 trillion (Hong, 2020). The story doesn’t end there yet. You might be
thinking the winner will now get the bitcoin reward. That may not necessarily be the case. The
winner will be the one who solved the problem and the one who have verified the most number
of transactions (Hong, 2020). Well, after all this hard work, how much miners earn?
2.5.5 How much miners earn?
As of me writing this, the # of coins in circulations on bitcoin are roughly 18.404 million
(Blockchain.com, 2020). The first block on bitcoin (genesis block) was created by Satoshi
18

Nakamoto back in 2009 when the first bitcoin was created (Hong, 2020). Since then the miners
across the planet have worked hard (mined) the rest of the bitcoins. According to the bitcoin
protocol, only a max of 21 million bitcoins can be mined. Does that put everyone in a gold rush
to mine as many as they can? You have learned how difficult it is to “earn” a coin in the mining
process. Well, it doesn’t stop there! According to the protocol, since the inception of bitcoin,
miners reward gets halved every 210,000 blocks or an average of every 4 years (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8 Potential miners reward (Hong, 2020)

One can also notice that winner at this point may win 6.25 btc as reward. According to the
bitcoin clock the halving from 12.5 btc to 6.25 btc happened on May 11, 2020 (Bitcoin Clock,
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2020). The last key question to ponder upon around bitcoin protocol is what happens after all the
21 million coins are mined out? The possibilities, among many, can be (Hong, 2020):


Perhaps bitcoin protocol can be changed to mine more.



Miners may be incentivized to validate the bitcoin blockchain for a transaction fees.

With all this learning about bitcoin, one can have several critical thoughts about how the bitcoin
algorithm is designed and how much bitcoin will hold in terms of value given the dramatic price
fluctuations it had in the past couple of years. Some of the critical questions can be – will bitcoin
be the be-all end-all of crypto world? Perhaps not. Given the numbers of crypto currencies like
ether, peercoin and 100s of other are in business, how much will people (miners) be willing to
spend on computing power after the 21 million coins are exhausted? Will it be like a deserted
gold rush town like Columbia, California?
Nevertheless, this is just the detail of one of the first blockchains implemented. As I mentioned
before, the main opportunity to understand is how the blockchain technology can be diligently
used privately or publicly to transform the business ecosystem just like how bitcoin is trying to
transform the financial banking ecosystem from a “centralized” banking based model to a
“decentralized” public blockchain based model.
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Chapter 3 – TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Digital transformation is the profound transformation of business and organizational activities,
processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the changes and opportunities of a mix of
digital technologies and their accelerating impact across society in a strategic and prioritized
way, with present and future shifts in mind (i-scoop, 2017). According to the Key Issues study
conducted by The Hackett Group (Pastore et al., 2017):
 75% of respondents say that digital transformation will disrupt their industry and change
the competitive landscape but only 41% of business services functions have developed
and executing a digital transformation strategy
 79% of the respondents say digital transformation will fundamentally change the
operating model of their business of the next 3-5 years but only 34% of business services
functions have adequate digital resources and competencies in place
Digital Technologies of the future are going to create an economical difference of several trillion
dollars. Blockchain alone is going to be the game changer with a business value-add of $3.1
trillion by 2030 (Valdes, 2017).
3.1 Technology Impact
Blockchain is one of the emerging technologies which is driving disruptive
transformation in the business environment. As discussed earlier, the core value add of
blockchain for the digital business is Security and Identity. According to Carson (2018), one of
the promising features of blockchain is the secure digital identity, which is part of blockchain
security framework.
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3.1.1 Identity
According to Pascual (2018), Identity theft is on the rise more and more creatively escalating at a
rate of 8% year over year and in US alone fraudsters have stolen over 16.8 billion in 2018. The
risk of identity theft and fraud has created a sense of fear and resentment among
consumers/customers. As discussed, the blockchain framework from the ground up is secure and
the consensus algorithms would ensure that the trusted members of the network are the ones who
will be able to post a transaction (block) over the blockchain. In today’s world we have
numerous examples of identity theft past and present. The recent one is the Capital One data
breach in July 2019 where over 100 million people got affected by identity theft (Flitter &Weise,
2019). The Yahoo, Marriott, Equifax data breaches, as shown in Figure 3.1, are some of the
largest and profound personal breaches in the history of US (Armerding, 2018).

Figure 3.1 Largest Data Breaches and Identity theft in History
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One of the most compelling opportunities for us as a global society is to take advantage of
blockchain technology and protect personal identity. In the blockchain network, identity can be
treated as an asset and owned by the individual to whom it belongs and business who need to use
the identity can take permission of the owner to access the identity asset to perform business.
Many companies including IBM is talking about enabling identity as an asset on blockchain and
pushing it to the edge (IBM, 2019) providing complete control to the owner of the identity
(Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Identity managed at the edge in a decentralized fashion (IBM, 2019)

With an opportunity of digital identity enabled by blockchain, there are several countries looking
at digital citizenship using blockchain. This is not a theory anymore, with Estonia being the
leader in digitally transforming its country, citizenship and infrastructure using blockchain
(Adams, 2018). Estonia uses a blockchain technology called Guardtime. This poses a new
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challenge to the global technologists and leaders. With so many blockchain technologies
mushrooming everywhere in the world, how can we as a global society create a global
citizenship accessible to global businesses while the digital identity is owned by the individual
and governed by the individual governments? That is the real global opportunity!
3.1.2 Crypto Currency or Token
There are two ways blockchain is being used in the initial stages of its advent. One is the Crypto
currency side of it and the other is a cryptographic token representing a transaction on the
blockchain. Crypto currency based blockchain networks such as bitcoin and Ethereum are being
used to exchange or transact financial value. Non-crypto currency based blockchain networks
such as Hyperledger Fabric are being used in the private/permissioned blockchain networks in a
business or enterprise set-up. The key to lower performance of transactions on a blockchain
network is the concept of consensus. In the situation of a crypto currency such as bitcoin, the
consensus algorithm used is “proof-of-work”. In the proof of work consensus algorithm, for a
block to be added to the chain, the blockchain network challenges the participants of the network
to solve a complex problem. Whoever solves the problem is considered the winner in the
network and the rest of the participants validate the result and agree to add the block to the chain.
Once that happens, all the participants update their copies of the ledger. The proof of work
algorithm if considered pretty secure. This algorithm is used by public blockchains like bitcoin.
However, this algorithm uses significant computational power and is time consuming
(Konstantopoulos, 2017). Proof of Work provides the needed security and has been proven to
work pretty well in the blockchain world. However, it is very energy consuming. Such an
expense is unnecessary in a private business network (consortium) where all participants are
known. For the Business blockchain enabled by permissioned private network such as
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Hyperledger or Ripple a more efficient consensus algorithm is used called proof-of-stake. Per
Browne (2018), “These new models are called “proof-of-stake” systems, where a cryptocurrency
miner is required to have a certain stake in the digital asset in order to participate in the
network.” Figure 3.3 (Kokane, 2018) shows the various kinds of cryptographic currencies/tokens
at a high level.

Figure 3.3 Blockchain Crypto and Token Types

3.1.3 Traceability
One of the key features discussed in the previous chapter is provenance, which gives end-to-end
traceability of transactions associated to an asset and its ownership among the participants. For
example, if there is telecom switch Cisco manufactures and sells, the participants in the telecom
blockchain, hypothetically, Cisco, Citibank (Financer), SHI (Distributor), Verizon (Customer)
and others will be transacting on the private blockchain network transferring the ownership of
the asset (switch). Some of biggest benefits of traceability or provenance is that the asset is
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visible to the stakeholders and it is genuine. This pays dividends over the lifetime of the asset in
terms of support, repair, warranties, return and end of life. According to Jagadeesan (2019), CTO
of Cisco, counterfeit assets for US semiconductor industry cost over 7.6 billion annually.
Similarly, IBM created a Food Trust Network enabling traceability and management of fruits,
vegetables, and so forth from a provenance (farm to table) and quality perspective (IBM, 2019).
More and more world grocers are joining this network with recent announcement of the world’s
second largest grocery company Albertsons joining the Food Trust Network (Allison, 2019).
Figure 3.4 (Provenance, 2016) below shows a nice example of tuna supply chain provenance
from producer from customer.

Figure 3.4 Provenance/Traceability of Tuna from Producer to Customer on Blockchain
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3.1.4 Business Rules
The rules of doing business or transacting with each other in the blockchain network is a
revolutionary change in the blockchain framework. When I talked about programmable business
before in Chapter 1, which comes to bear with smart contracts. Smart contracts enable
collaborative business rules management between the transacting peers, securely. Blockchain
doubles down on the concept of trust and transparency by enabling inbuilt trust in the way smart
contracts work (Figure 3.3). A smart contract can be similar to how normal contract works in
terms of the terms and conditions of business between the two parties or even multiple parties.
For example in a supply chain situation the ball game came be drastically different as multiple
parties are engaged in a supply chains and all the transacting rules can be visible to the parties
who are securely transacting on the assets managed on the secure ledger. According to Coindesk,
“While a standard contract outlines the terms of a relationship (usually one enforceable by law),
a smart contract enforces a relationship with cryptographic code.” (Coindesk, 2019)

Figure 3.5 Simple smart contract between two parties (Coindesk, 2019)

According to Coindesk (2019), smart contracts can:
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Function as ‘multi-signature’ accounts, so that funds are spent only when a required
percentage of people agree



Manage agreements between users, say, if one buys insurance from the other



Provide utility to other contracts (similar to how a software library works)



Store information about an application, such as domain registration information or
membership records.

Even though smart contracts may execute based on the code signed by the transacting parties, the
data they process is going to be as clean as it will receive or access. The challenge with
blockchain and smart contracts is still GIGO (Garbage In Garbage Out). There will always be a
need to process or get data from external sources outside of the realms of the blockchain (e.g.
price finding, currency rates, and so forth.). Even though these are real world challenges in the
world of blockchain, there are applications that are being worked to deliver digital signatures on
data points outside of blockchain (off chain). ChainLink is one of the first applications that is
delivering a decentralized cryptographic Byzantine fault tolerant services to certify off chain
systems/transactions (Paradigm, 2019)
3.1.5 Cost of doing business
Among the many benefits of blockchain, as a result of transparency, trust and programmable
business contracts, the benefits of frictionless transactions should result in bringing the cost of
doing business down. Just like how supply chain automation brought in efficiencies in supply
chain operations, automation and transparency will bring down operating expense and improve
touchless operations. Some of the key drivers for efficiencies are reduction of intermediaries,
disputes, fraud, cost of transactions, identity theft, and so forth.
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Aramco, world’s largest oil company, expects an overall operational cost reduction of 5%
from its blockchain implementation (Heitner, 2018). Several companies are heavily engaged in
proof-of-concepts and pilots to test the waters in their individual business networks with friendly
consortiums. From a study conducted by Cognizant in the Manufacturing space, 84% of the
companies they surveyed expect cost savings of 2.5% or higher (Satyavolu et al, 2018).
3.2 Economic Impact
Gartner predicts that economic impact of blockchain to the global economy will be $176 billion
by 2025 and over $3.1 trillion by 2030 (Garnetto, et al, 2017). As shown in Figure 3.4, there are
several broad areas of value-add that is going to contribute to this economic impact including,
digital cash, public records, business network, intra-company, and auto-adjudication.

Figure 3.6 Business Value-Add of Blockchain (Valdes, 2017)

Let’s synthesize the economic benefits of the technology based on each of the core value-adds in
various business segments.
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3.2.1 Value of Trust
Digital identity, which is central to the concept of trust in business transactions, is the key driver
for blockchain’s promise of digital economics.

Figure 3.7 Blockchain could transform how the economy works (Berkeley, 2015)

Just in the banking industry, every transaction goes through several intermediaries increasing the
vulnerability of identity theft and fraud by many folds. According to a report by Santander
InnoVentures, by 2022 ledger technologies could save banks $15–20 billion a year by reducing
regulatory, settlement and cross-border costs (Botsman, 2017). Part of the secret sauce of
blockchain is peer-to-peer business. This is enables a whole different paradigm in modern
business economics at a global level. In today’s world credit management of individuals and
business is more at a country level in developed counties like USA. In the future, the opportunity
is for peer-to-peer business and peer-to-peer lending and payment on blockchain. This disruption
will force the traditional centralized businesses and intermediaries like banks, insurances, credit
agencies, Amazon, Google and the likes to either transform or go out of business.
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Challenge: The biggest challenge to the open global economics is the law of the land, which may
not be open and may have varying aspects of governance within each country or even lack of
one.
3.2.2 Reduction of Fraud
Fraud is an epidemic and a menace to the society in today’s world. Fraud has grown many folds
as more and more business grows on the internet. Fraudsters device more and more creative
ways to leverage the loopholes in the systems and security and steal assets and services. Talking
about blockchain for fraud prevention, blockchain technology is built to record every transaction
in a tamper proof ledger. According to Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), in
2018, companies lost more than $7 billion as a result of internal fraud schemes (Glucksmann,
2019). In the crypto currency situation it is pretty much impossible to fraud from a technical
standpoint because of the consensus algorithm, which forces trust and ledger which enables
tamper resistant on-chain transactions. There are numerous incidents of hacking, fraud and
money laundering in the payment processing systems including SWIFT (Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunications’). Back in 2016, a hacking incident resulted in $81M
getting stolen from Bangladesh central bank when hackers sent fraudulent SWIFT messages to
the New York Federal Reserve Bank (Coppola, 2019). With blockchain, however, we may be
able to trace the transactions better but the access itself is compromised from a user perspective,
then there is limited Fraud that can be controlled. According to a research, it costed consumers
over $16 billion because of identity theft in 2018 (Newman, 2019). Blockchain is going to bring
a massive paradigm shift when we will be able to see this Fraud getting reduced from our
personal and business ecosystems.
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3.2.3 Frictionless Business
Today’s business ecosystem is filled with disagreements, breach of contracts, disputes,
inconsistency of data, audit issues, and so forth. That is what we refer to as friction in business
transactions. A business ecosystem without this friction can be referred to as a well-oiled or wellgreased ecosystem. In this ecosystem the expectation can be minimal to no human intervention
improving the cost and speed of doing business. Imagine just the disputes aspect of doing
business. Every business relationship today has disagreements/disputes and as a result claims
that hold-up cash and manual resolution of disputes/claims result in significant need of human
and machine power, resulting in escalating cost of doing business and protracted resolution
times. Disputes not only waste resources, management time and cash flow delays, it damages the
relationships between business partners undermining the opportunities and leverage factors of
growth between the businesses. According to Buehler et al (2017), it costs trillions of dollars to
settle commercial disputes. According to a study conducted by US Chamber of Commerce, the
estimated cost of commercial claims resolved through litigations is over $870 billion globally.
Companies are looking at blockchain as potential solution for frictionless business, which if done
right, can save the world, if not trillions of dollars, for sure 100s of billions of dollars. Major
enterprises like Verizon, CenturyLink and ATT and are partnering together and developing
solutions for dispute management in their industry disrupting the way they do business with each
other and driving disputes out of the business.
3.2.4 Auditability
The disruption resulting in the wide use of blockchain in business network communication and
collaboration can mean a lot from an auditability perspective. The key capabilities of blockchain
such as immutable ledger, provenance, and digital identity can provide clear transparency of who
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owns the asset, where did it originate from and where did it change hands is fully visible for realtime audit and SLA/Contractual obligation measurement. Today’s business network and
ecosystem is much siloed. Auditors work hard to trace the origin of the asset and authenticity of
the asset at each stage. Even with lot of hard work, it is hard to figure out any counterfeiting or
fraud during the exchange of hands. Businesses spend billions of dollars in audit costs to ensure
the certification and accuracy of a product, service, or an invoice/statement. According to
Forbes, companies pay at least $10,000 for audits (Keng, 2018). The opportunity for small,
medium and large companies is, if the business framework, financial and material, is enabled by
blockchain, the costs of audits can be much lower. This may not be as good a news for large
audit firms such as PWC, Deloitte and KPMG because the blockchain enabled audit may be less
costly than what they do today with numerous tools and triaging processes. However this may be
a significant savings opportunity for businesses. Apart from savings for the businesses, the other
big component is the cost and speed optimization as a result of significant reduction in
remediation as a result of distributed ledger and provenance. According to CPA Canada (2017),
the fundamental value of audit is the trust and transparency it offers to businesses, investors and
regulators. In a blockchain network, the same trust is offered by the technology which makes the
audit process simple and the auditors will take the administrator’s role on the network.
Challenge: Some of the challenges that currently exist in the evolving ecosystem of blockchain
are:


Incompatible blockchain networks



Off-chain transactions



Possibility of fraud if the identity is stolen

(CPA Canada, 2017)
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3.2.5 Global Trade of Assets & Products
In a blockchain network of global traders/partners, in theory, every node can transact in the
network with regards to products or services. The scale of the opportunity can vary based on the
nature of the business network. In a private setting, the economics are limited to the blockchain
network managed by a consortia of partners. Example: Telco private network/consortium
consisting of Verizon, AT&T, CenturyLink, and the likes. Many of the private networks are in
evolution or in pilot mode in various industries like, Telco, Oil and gas, insurance, banking,
pharmaceuticals, logistics, and so forth. In a public blockchain set-up the opportunities may be
unlimited. As discussed in section 2.1, Gartner predicts that the economic impact of blockchain
publicly may be over $3.1 trillion by 2030 (Valdes, 2017). If we start synthesizing on some of
the use cases of private and public blockchain networks, it is easy to imagine the opportunity
Gartner is talking about. Let us double-click on the opportunities from a private and public
blockchain opportunities.
Private Blockchains: Even if we consider a global consortium of telco as an example of a private
permissioned blockchain consortium. Within telco the use cases of leveraging blockchain from
an economic impact can be phenomenal. Let’s consider examples such as dark fiber and fraud
prevention. Dark fiber is the fiber laid generally by the telecom provider but not used for
whatever reason. According to Credence research (2018), the opportunity of using dark fiber
(leave alone any fractional bandwidth) at a global level is $11.57 billion. Imagine the possibility
of making dark fiber available on the telco blockchain network and lighting up $11.57 billion of
dark fiber. On the same token, Fraud is a rapidly growing $29 billion global telecom problem,
which affects carries telecom companies regardless of the borders (Gonzales, 2018). Yet, there is
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no clear concerted effort to fight this menace. Imagine the possibility of collaborating on
blockchain leveraging, digital identity, telco fraud can be significantly prevented.
Public Blockchain: Public blockchain can be seen as a wild west by many critics. However, the
opportunities and limitless. For those who travel around the world, how many times do we
realize that there is so much the people around the world has to offer including, goods, articles,
music, art, science, food, knowledge, and so forth. How many times did you feel like packing so
many things for home? How many times did you feel like you wish ‘this’ was available back
home? Imagine the world where a piece of music created by an artist in Africa or Indonesia is
available for a listener in North America or Europe. There is a win-win for all the participants,
the owner owning his/her creation and a music enthusiast searching up to listen to it. This can be
a possibility without a middleman in between in a peer-to-peer relationship over the public
blockchain network. The signs are very positive with booming sharing and p2p lending
economies.
Challenges: Some of the key challenges around these emerging ecosystems are going to be
emergence of collaborative business models which may be anti-conventional because of which
there can be political resistance. For example, telco companies mostly see themselves as
competitors and more engaged in disputes, frictions and rebuttals than developing collaborative
business models for mutual benefits redefining “healthy competition”. If we think about peer-topeer distributed business models, this may in essence result in getting rid of middlemen. Having
middlemen or driving centralized economies has been the crux of capitalism. To break down a
capitalism juggernaut needs rules and regulations defined at a global level to conduct business on
value rather than a currency.
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3.2.6 Micro and Macro Transactions
With blockchain, there are going to be a plethora of transaction types in the scenarios described
above. If we think about an autonomous driving car or a peer-to-peer music productionconsumption scenarios, there are going to be millions of micro transactions processed in a public
blockchain. Imagine the smart roads with IoT devices laid by 5G networks like Verizon, the cars
and other mobile objects leveraging those smart roads are going to be exchanging value based on
the use. On the same token, imagine the macro/complex transactions in massive logistics with
complex goods ranging from trinkets to temperature controlled pharmaceuticals crossing borders
via air, land or sea. IBM and Maersk announced a global supply chain solution called TradeLens,
which will process over 150 million events a day (IBM, 2019). According to IBM (2018), the
TradeLens platform already attracted over 90 global companies to participate from a supply
chain logistics perspectives.
3.2.7 Blockchain among the Enterprises
As we see the inception of blockchain uses cases, the popularity of consortia based private
permissioned blockchain networks is going up. Clearly, as the technology is evolving,
enterprises do recognize the value of the technology and investing proof-of-concepts and pilots
leveraging the core concepts of blockchain from a non-crypto currency perspective. Some of the
use cases discussed so far are food trust network in development by IBM and Walmart, Supply
chain use case in development by IBM and Maersk, Dispute Management in development by
Verizon and partners, Honduras developing a secure land title record system, and so forth. These
use cases are going to fuel and light-up significant transformation in the way enterprises interact
with each other and conduct business with each other. According Valdes (2017) from Gartner,
Enterprises should avoid boil the ocean scenarios and organically learn and innovate in their
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respective domains. Some the recommendations from Gartner are mentioned below (Valdes,
2017):

Figure 3.8 Gartner Recommendations for Enterprise Blockchain (Valdes, 2017)

3.2.8 Blockchain for all – Huge Disruption
Public blockchains are certainly here. How successful are they is a subjective discussion. Some
of the examples are bitcoin from a crypto currency perspective and guardtime implementation of
digital identity in the Estonia (Adams, 2018). According to Gartner (Valdes, 2018) bitcoin has
failed to deliver a scalable solution from a blockchain and cryto currency perspective. A
comparable example is, Visa network processes over 2500 transactions per second while the
bitcoin network barely process 1 transaction per second. As failures offers a lot of learning to the
blockchain community, the opportunity is to think beyond the crypto currency and see how well
blockchain can be leveraged purely from an exchange of value perspective because blockchain
token is not just about currency, it is about anything that holds “value”. According to Valdes and
MacDonald (2014), the world has to look at or develop a metacoin platform to exchange
anything of value not just currency.
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Estonia as it was struggling with the post-independence time after Russia collapse back in
1991. After the major cyberattack in 2007 created a perfect storm for Estonia to think about
hitting the reset button and create a “secure” digital society of its 1.3 million citizens back then.
It has chosen blockchain technology to fundamentally change the way the entire country will
conduct its business – from identity to land records to healthcare to currency.
This is an exemplary disruption for the world to learn from. The main question however is can
this be scaled at a global level or just local level? For a small country like Estonia, with 1.3
million people, it may have been a non-trivial but less complicated endeavor. Per Marten
Kaevats, who is Estonia’s national digital adviser, “the enthusiasm and optimism around
technology has a value of its own, but it’s often missing the point. This is all really about the
mindset. It’s about the culture. It’s about the human relations – it’s about what it enables Estonia
to do.” (Adams, 2018) If we apply the global lens or US lens on what Estonia did, the
complexity will arise from every angle, privacy, KYC, banking, and so forth.

Figure 3.9 Estonia, a Blockchain Model for Other Countries (Adams, 2018)
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3.2.9 Disruption with Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency, which evolves from the blockchain ecosystem is a cryptographic token which
comes into existence as the participants solve a mathematical problem to confirm a transaction
on the blockchain network. Bitcoin, which is the first of its kind from a crypto currency
standpoint has created a monolithic view of the possible. However in reality, any cryptographic
token in a blockchain network can carry value based on how it is defined (e.g. trading of the
cryptographic token, a fiat currency, and so forth.). Cryptocurrencies were originally designed to
free money, payments and people from centralized entities such as banks and intermediaries
(Grahame-Clarke, 2018). As discussed earlier, many of the fiefdom economies created using the
internet by companies like Amazon, Uber and Airbnb will be disrupted at a global level,
leveraging the same open business model, resulting in the flattening of economies and
ecosystems.
3.2.10 Impact to the Banking Industry
The bitcoin implementation of blockchain is a clear signal to the banking industry and the
intermediaries that disruption of the banking industry is here. The concept of currency in the
legacy and current world may be redefined to a token of value, where value can be established
based on the financial concepts such as trading, or fiat currency or network defined value such as
rewards, gift cards, and so forth. Unfortunately bitcoin, which is one of the first kind of crypto
currencies is seen as synonymous to “crypto currency”. However the reality is the bitcoin
platform is one of worst performing network, which takes 1 second for one transaction whereas
Visa processes 2454 transactions per second (Valdes and MacDonald, 2014). The disruption in
the financial industry will range from value defined token to currency exchanged at a global
level in the form of micro transactions, micro finances at a global level. As we can all imagine
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the possibilities, the challenge for the global economies/countries is to rationalize the regulations
to securely transact on the blockchain networks and open up the opportunity of commerce and
innovation across the entire planet. One of the biggest disruption is going to be in the areas of
middlemen and brokerage business like DTCC, and the likes. In the financial services industry,
the cost of settlements is up to $80 billion and the time delays these settlements result in
(Groenfeldt, 2015). Clearly this impacts the customers in the form of cost and time for
settlement. With blockchain, the disruption has a potential to drive out the role and cost of the
intermediaries and the errors around those processes. There are innovative companies like SETL
are working on blockchain based settlements networks (Groenfeldt, 2015).

Figure 3.10 Bitcoin Versus Other Electronic Payment Systems (Valdes and MacDonald, 2014)
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3.2.11 A win-win Global Ecosystem
The disruption and opportunity blockchain technology brings to the world is a win-win from an
individual or a business perspective. The opportunity is phenomenal with prospective transition
from:


Analog to digital



Centralized to decentralized



Static content to programmable content



Straightforward monetization to innovative business models



Locally accessible to globally accessible



Solution-centric to platform-enabled

These kind of transitions and disruptions are going create programmable collaborations and peerto-peer interactions, opportunities and transactions which will flatten out and open up
opportunities the world may not have seen before. Example, value based tokens (currency),
music, art, creativity, innovation, fair business, and so forth.
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Chapter 4 - BLOCKCHAIN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR ENTERPRISE

With all the hype and learnings around blockchain, a strategic approach can be taken to
optimally test the emerging technology to minimize failure and accelerate the first deployment
and succeed. The first question to consider is, what is the right use case? According to Valdes
(2018), many enterprises are trying to rush to a blockchain solution because of various factors
such as executive desire and false celebration of success or vendor driven interests. The strategy
that has been pretty successful in Enterprise implementations has been Crawl, Walk, and Run
(Figure 4.1). Meaning, emerging technology present a unique opportunity for each of the
enterprise/business to transform, innovate and open-up doors to new and improved revenue
streams and customer experiences. Here is the double click:
 Crawl – Ideate a use case for a Pilot, identify a simple scenario, work with a business
partner in the industry and deploy the solution as a pilot
 Walk – Learn from the pilot, harden the pilot to operate in production
 Run – Scale vertically (functionality) and horizontally (with more partners)

Figure 4.1 Crawl, Walk, Run strategy
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The first step of developing a Proof of Concept (PoC) and then deploying a Pilot itself can be an
ordeal. One of the challenges with blockchain as an emerging technology is it will take a village
to work even the initial pilot because of the newness it brings to the table with respect to
security, network, legal, internal business community and external partner.
Once the PoC internally is wetted out and tested from a business outcome perspective, the next
step is to reflect on the lessons learned, business case development, acquire funding, form a
team, protect the intellectual property by filing patents (if applicable). In this stage the next big
step is to figure out a friendly partner who is willing to participate in the solution and reap the
early benefits of the use case. This step can be challenging and this lays the foundation for
forming the business consortium/network on blockchain. As shown in Figure 4.2, once the
Innovate/Ideate stage is successful, the next step is to engage with one or two business partners
and do the joint development following an agile development methodology. The MVP (most
viable product) of this joint development would be a joint pilot which will show initial results of
the business case.

Figure 4.2 Ideate, Collaborate, Develop, Deploy and Scale
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Once the success factors of the Pilot are accomplished, the opportunity is to operationalize the
pilot use case which will give the foundation for the partners to build upon. Some of the key
differentiators of a blockchain based project compared to other enterprise projects are:
1. Having the right use case which is beneficial to all the business partners on the network
2. Aligning all of them on one technology stack given the limitations around interoperability
between blockchain frameworks such as Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum, Bitcoin, R3
Corda, and the likes.
3. Who owns the IP when the opportunity can involve competitors? Potentially a network of
“frenemies”?
4. Governance framework to manage changes in functionality (smart contracts, and so forth)
5. Joint team culture is critical (Figure 4.3). Some of the key ingredients/themes can be
security first, customer first (user experience), design thinking (empathy), co-innovation
and open-mindedness.

Figure 4.3 Joint team culture
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6. Agile development is key to course correct and win or fail fast with each sprint (Figure
4.4)

Figure 4.4 Agile/Scrum Methodology

7. Design thinking would provide an approach, in concert with agile, to empathize with the
user/business process and transform (figure 4.5)

Figure 4.5 Design thinking approach
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8. Communication is another key aspect for an emerging technology like blockchain.
Sharing the technology, vision, best practices and lessons learned bolsters support from
stakeholders and leadership and helps attract talent organically within an institution
(Figure 4.6)

Figure 4.6 Communication Strategy Framework

9. Last but not the least, one of the key aspects of measuring success from a blockchain
implementation project/program is measuring the benefits. This critical and the life blood
of the program. Every blockchain projects should have benefits as part of the success
criteria framework. For example, a dispute management solution would have the measure
of how many disputes were avoided (before and after the solution implementation) using
frictionless transactions leveraging, smart contracts and shared ledger.
Let’s discuss the benefits framework we used in developing the blockchain solution. The
business transformations driven by blockchain are technology driven. A broad calculation
of net financial benefits from a blockchain business case is:
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Net Business Value = Operational Savings + Transformational Savings + New
Revenue – Costs
Let’s dig into these parameters to generalize the definitions irrespective of the industry
and business application.
Operational Savings
Operational savings are the savings defined by the efficiencies gained in terms of people,
time, frequency, cost (fixed/variable), number of customers, and so forth. Some of the
business operational benefits tied to the key features of blockchain technology are
described in Figure 4.7. Operational Savings can be calculated as:
Operational Savings =
∑𝑛𝑖=1 Operational Factor(𝑖) x Periodicity(𝑖) x Cost(𝑖) x Percentage Savings(𝑖) x # of Customers(𝑖)
Where,
-

Operational Factor is an operational activity such as researching a billing
dispute, violation of an SLA, contractual discounts, tracing a product, and so
forth

-

Periodicity is the frequency of the operational factor happening

-

Cost is the average cost of performing that Operational Factor

-

Percentage Savings is the % of saving enabled be use of blockchain
technology (smart contracts, shared ledger, provenance, and so forth)

-

# of Customers is how many customers are we able to onboard as part of the
blockchain network or Consortium

-

n is the distinct # of operational factors such as customer service, billing,
collections, and so forth.
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-

i is the # of operational factors impacted by the solution

The above formula may be taken as a starting point to calculate the Operational Savings
and enhanced to suite the business context.
Blockchain Characteristics
Immutable Shared Ledger
Smart Contracts
Traceability/Provonance

Business Value
Visibility and Tamper resistant; One
version of truth; Supply Chain
Visibility
Agreed upon rules, Trust and
elimination of disputes
Chain of transactions (start to
finish), Auditability and Research

Operational Factor (Qty,
avg.)

Periodicity Cost/activity (avg.) Percentage Savings

# of Customers

research, inquiries, technical
monthly
solution, etc
Discounts, business rules,
SLAs, etc
Audit costs, authenticity
check, support, etc.

daily
yearly

Figure 4.7 Operational benefit synopsis of blockchain

Transformational Savings
Transformational savings in a blockchain business case can be profound. For example, in
the Verizon situation, the wholesale billing dispute management transformation resulted
in driving out over 90% of disputes and resolve of 90% of cash flow delays. Blockchain
driven transformational savings can be operational, better customer satisfaction, and so
forth.
Transformational Savings = Improved Cash flow (can be interest savings,
Investments/NPV, and so forth)
New Revenue
Innovation, better collaboration and reduction of friction can result in opening up new
revenue streams, example a market place for telecom consortia to sell each other dark
fiber, fractional bandwidth, and similar products.
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Costs
Last but not the least in the benefits calculation is cost of the solution. From our lessons
learned in Verizon, the costs can be at least 3-fold:
Costs = One Time Costs of Ideation and Proof of Concept (POC) + Base Solution
Implementation Cost + ∑𝑚
𝑝=1 Partner Specific Cusomization(p) + Onboarding (𝑝)
Where,
m is the # of partners or peers you are trying to onboard or connect on the blockchain,
One Time Costs of Ideation and Proof of Concept is the cost of coming up with a viable
idea/use case and performing a PoC and feasibility study
Base Solution Implementation Cost is the cost of implementing a base solution, which
would include core functionality, security, network integration, and so forth.
There may not be a cookie cutter approach to implement a blockchain solution and measure its
benefits. However, the above steps can be used as broad building blocks and approach to
minimize failures and optimizing implementation.
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Chapter 5 - INDUSTRY CASE STUDIES

There are so many use cases companies are implementing to be part of the blockchain gold rush.
Some are in works because of vendor driven sales pitches, some are executive pet projects, some
are science projects in the labs and some are innovative pilots. According to Valdez (2017), from
the Gartner round table in 2017, there were zero use cases in production. Per Gartner
recommendation in IT Expo conference in 2018, companies should think about transformational,
game changing uses cases and invest no more than a million in those approved projects. Per
Valdez (2017), companies should avoid falling in the disillusionments of vendor driven
blockchain projects and should genuinely invest in organic use cases developing innovative
products and solutions developing organic skills (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Organic vs. Vendor Driven pace (Valdez, 2017)

Now let us discuss some of the pilots in the industry starting with the work done in Verizon.
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5.1. Pilots in Verizon
Verizon’s CFO created a special program in 2017 for its digital transformation initiatives.
Several projects based on the concept, vision and the emerging technology. Some of the many
transformational initiatives that reached fruition include, Digital Labor (RPA), Digital
Conversational bots (chat bots), Contract intelligence using NLP, Fraud management using Big
Data and AI/ML and Dispute Management using Blockchain. Among the fair share of failures
includes supply chain visibility using blockchain, and so forth.
Supply Chain Visibility
In blockchain’s case one of the first initiatives was along the lines of supply chain visibility.
Verizon’s chief supply chain officer’s vision was to reduce the inventory in hand by 30% using
visible supply chain in the supplier pipeline. Verizon did a simulated prototype of the concept
and thought it is very viable. One of the key things in blockchain projects is the alignment and
partnership with external business partner. Verizon reached out to Cisco to share the concept and
try to engage in a proof of concept (PoC). One of huge challenges in establishing alignments
with partners with setting common goals. As a block chain project is a co-investment strategy,
both the partners have to agree to the objectives of the project. In the Verizon Cisco discussions,
the business benefit for Verizon was in creating a visible supply chain. However, Cisco was not
interested in that. Cisco’s pain point was counterfeit assets in its global supply chain (Cisco,
2017). Cisco was more in interested in securing the supply chain instead of making it visible on
the shared ledger for customers like Verizon. Unfortunately, Verizon’s vision did not go beyond
the concept because of lack of alignment from telecom network equipment suppliers.
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Dispute Management
In wholesale business of Verizon they deal with over 600K billing claims from their wholesale
customers impacting 100s of millions of dollars in cash flow per year. To address wholesale
Dispute Management, Verizon innovated and led the Industry first Blockchain network, which
was launched in August of 2019 by Verizon, in partnership with CenturyLink followed by
AT&T in December of 2019. This transformational solution enables VZ and its telecom and
media partners to share critical information on a distributed ledger incorporating smart contracts
This creates one version of the truth with consensus. The pilot has resulted in 98% frictionless
transactions, with the opportunity to drive over 90% of disputes out of the business and
improving overall cash flow.

Figure 5.2 Verizon’s Billing Dispute Management Solution
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Historically, Wholesale Dispute Management has been plagued with manual, time-consuming
processes and a lack of data transparency between partners. An abundance of regulatory
guidelines combined with complex ordering and rating processes can lead to costly billing
disputes between parties. Currently, there are more than 600k+ annual claims across all products
and services (Figure 5.3). These claims negatively impact cash flow and trust between
Wholesale partners as billed charges cannot be easily validated by both parties.

Figure 5.3: Verizon’s Billing Dispute Management Solution before and after
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By utilizing Blockchain technology, VZ and the onboarded partners will now have a single, jointly
verified source of data on a Shared Ledger. The
blockchain provides an irrefutable record and aims to
reduce the manual aspect of Dispute Management by
90% or more (Figure 5.5). VZ teams have spent great
effort and worked closely with partners to create
Figure 5.4 Benefits of Blockchain in Verizon
smart contract rules which will result in a transparent Pilot
process, streamlined dispute resolution, and the
ability to drive claims out of all aspects of the
business process.

Figure 5.5 Results from Verizon’s Blockchain Dispute Management Solution
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The technical architecture of Hyperledger Fabric based Verizon Blockchain solution is shown in
Figure 5.6. The initial pilot will tackle tax-related Wholesale claims initially with the goal of
utilizing that functionality as a stepping stone to iteratively expand development across all claim
types. The pilot is also a precursor to other digital disruption programs that the VZ team plans to
expand on in the upcoming years as it demonstrates the value of using a Blockchain enabled
solution to address a wide variety of business challenges.

Figure 5.6 Verizon’s Blockchain Solution Technical Architecture

5.2. Industry Initiatives
There are several initiatives in the industry in various stages of experimentation and maturity.
There are use cases mushrooming in various areas like Financial Services, Supply Chain, Health
Care, Energy, Retail, and so forth. (Figure 5.7). Conceptually, they all seem pretty compelling
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cases based on various details or challenges such as consortia, legal, regulatory, governance, and
so forth.

Figure 5.7 Various Conceptual Use Cases in the Industry

Let’s explore some of the popular ones, which are back by big names such as IBM, Walmart,
Merck, and the likes.
Supply Chain
In the supply chain space one of the profound use case in play, which has been through a proof
of concept is the drug supply chain use case which is in the works in partnership with US FDA,
IBM, KPMG, Maersk and Walmart (Gagliordi, 2019). The idea with this pilot, according to US
Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA), is to help the FDA and other organizations in the
drug supply chain in developing a blockchain network to identify and trace the distribution of
prescription drugs (Gagliordi, 2019). Using the drug supply chain blockchain network, the
companies hope to address numerous gaps in the current drug supply chain process, including
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the time it takes to track and trace inventory, the accuracy of data shared among participants of
the supply network, and the integrity of products in the distribution chain. This powerful network
will provide the visibility and provenance of pharmaceuticals both from a regulatory audit and
traceability of ingredients and finished products. This solution in theory can be used to combat
counterfeit pharmaceuticals in the drug supply chain which contributes to over $90 billion
(WHO, 2010). According to WHO (2019), the number of deaths associated to counterfeit drugs
is unknown but the problem is pretty wide spread in every part of the world. According to
National Crime Prevention Council (2019), in some countries, counterfeit pharmaceuticals
account to 70% of what’s in the supply chain.
The DSCSA pilot developed by KPMG, Merck, Walmart and IBM at the end of 2019, as
shown in Figure 5.8, has proven the opportunity that leveraging blockchain technology can
significantly reduce the time needed to trace a prescription drug (from roughly 16 weeks to 2
seconds) (IBM Blockchain Pulse, 2019).

Figure 5.8 The FDA DSCSA Interoperability Pilot User Benefits
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Apart from the supply chain visibility aspect, this solution demonstrates patient protection,
safety, fraud reporting and drug recall capability leveraging the provenance feature of blockchain
(IBM Blockchain Pulse, 2019). However, the main challenge with the solution is the adoption
rate and global network of governance, which can invariably drive the effectiveness and holistic
benefit.
Logistics
Logistics has become one of the key enablers of global trade of tangible goods. The complexity
involved in logistics is mind boggling. It involves anywhere from the size, shape, value of the
product to time, recipient, customs and temperature of the package. IBM who is one of the key
contributors of Hyperledger open source, and the global leader in logistics Maersk teamed up
and created a blockchain solution for global shipping and logistics called TradeLens (Miller,
2018). In the world of blockchain solutions, this solution is considered one of most successful
one with a growing participation of participants expanding the size of the consortium to more
than 90 (IBM, 2018).
The massive participation and adoption of this solution to a variable extent is across over 20 port
and terminal operators across the globe, including PSA Singapore, International Container
Terminal Services Inc., Patrick Terminals, Modern Terminals in Hong Kong, Port of Halifax,
Port of Rotterdam, Port of Bilbao, PortConnect, PortBase, over 230 marine gateways and
Customs organizations from countries such as Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Australia,
Peru and Turkey (IBM, 2018).
What makes this solution a bit more promising than other pilots and solutions is the wide
spectrum of interest and adoption including freight forwarders, transportation and logistics
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companies such as Agility, CEVA Logistics, DAMCO, Kotahi, PLH Trucking Company,
Ancotrans and WorldWide Alliance (IBM, 2018).
Like the other blockchain solutions discussed above, the TradeLens solution uses all the aspects
of blockchain including, smart contracts, distributed ledger, provenance and consensus.
TradeLens blockchain network uses Hyperledger Fabric as the technology enabling digital
supply chain collaboration without compromising real time asset details (shipping data,
documents, temperature, container weight, and so forth.) and security (IBM, 2018).
IBM and Maersk, as they embarked on the trial, they worked with numerous global logistics
ecosystem partners to identity the pain points in terms of transaction/documentation delays,
errors, and so forth. (IBM, 2018). Some of the key benefits realized from the pilot are (a)
Reduction of transit time of shipments by over 40% reducing thousands of dollars in logistics
costs and (b) With the visibility of shared data on the ledger, supply chain collaboration
improved from 10 steps and five people to one step and one person (IBM, 2018).
The TradeLens solution has clearly demonstrated the transformational benefits simplifying the
business process and digitizing the supply chain across the ecosystem. With 10s of participants
coming onboard, the transaction volume is growing rapidly adding more than a million events
per day (IBM, 2018). As discussed above some of the complex transactions such as customs
documents, bills of lading, invoices, arrival/departure timings, and so forth. are available on the
shared ledger giving full supply chain visibility. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the before and after of
logistics communications with TadeLens respectively. From a before process perspective (Figure
5.9), some of the data is normally sent via EDI transactions to transacting parties and most of the
data is transmission of information in many shapes and forms (files, fax, email, mail) on a manyto-many basis resulting in multiple copies and enormous errors. TradeLens offers a
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transformational solution by making the same critical data available as a single source of
immutable truth standardizing the global digital logistics solution (IBM, 2018).
Even though the TradeLens solution has the potential to standardize global logistics moving
trillions of dollars of assets every year, the challenge and opportunity is global adoption as well.
Even though IBM’s position is that every company on the planet should onboard on its
TradeLens solution, the realistic scenario would be to have solutions like this become
interoperable with other potential solutions to come and keep the competitive environment
healthy instead of IBM monopolizing the market.

Figure 5.9 Global Logistics communication before (IBM, 2018)
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Figure 5.10 Global Logistics communication after (IBM, 2018)

Figure 5.11 TradeLens Functional Architecture (IBM, 2018)
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Figure 5.11 above shows the Functional architecture of the TradeLens solution showing the
participants, platform API and communication framework on secure channels.
Food Safety
Food safety blockchain solution is pretty similar in nature compared to drug supply chain use
case we discussed above. In general, global Supply Chain and Logistics together seem to be a
very incumbent case for blockchain, no matter which vertical you want to apply. Example Food,
drugs, telecom equipment, and so forth. In the food safety scenario, IBM and Walmart partnered
to develop a Food Trust network. IBM Food Trust is a blockchain network of participating food
ecosystem participants such as growers, processors, wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers,
retailers, and others, improving supply chain visibility, traceability and accountability enhancing
trust among the partners and more importantly a significant value add to end customers
(Wolfson, 2019). The Food Trust solution is developed using the IBM blockchain solution in a
permissioned network set-up connecting partners and transforming the collaboration leveraging
distributed ledger, immutability and provenance (Wolfson, 2019). IBM used the open source
Hyperledger Fabric software to build this platform. In the blockchain world, this use case is one
of the early use cases, which proved that there can be some serious benefits of using the food
trust network from farmers to retail stores. Figure 5.12 shows Walmart’s journey from concept to
fruition.

Figure 5.12 Shows Walmart’s journey from concept to fruition (Hyperledger, 2018)
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Walmart partnering with IBM, performed two proof of concepts (POC) – one project, which has
been pretty popular, was about tracing the mangoes and the second one was about tracing pork
sold in stores in China from store to supplier/farmer (Hyperledger, 2018).
The outcome or benefit demonstrated by the two POCs were – as shown in Figure 5.13, the
significant reduction in time taken to trace the mangoes from store to the farmer from 7 days to
2.2 seconds (leveraging blockchain provenance) and in the pork scenario, tying the certificate of
authenticity to each package on blockchain enhancing the consumer trust (Hyperledger, 2018)

Figure 5.13 Walmart’s ability to trace Provenance decreased from 7 days to 2.2 secs

Clearly the success from this project came from a very methodical approach Walmart took in
partnership with IBM. The Walmart leader for Food Safety Frank Yiannis gives the following
recommendations (Figure 5.14) to other industry peers to improve the success of use case
development and deployment (Hyperledger, 2018).
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1. Let the business lead the project,
not the IT department.

2. Understand the business case
deeply. Make sure that you know
and can explain why blockchain is the
right solution.

3. In a large organization, you need
to bring a lot of people along. Think
about all the different departments
that will be affected by the projects.
Meet with these stakeholders early
on and explain what you are trying to
do.

4. Have your soundbite! People
don’t get inspired by technology, but
by a vision. For us, it was the story of
mangoes – 7 days vs. 2.2 seconds
with blockchain.

5. Participate in forums that allow
you to speak to other companies
who have launched similar projects
successfully.
It helps if you help an expert in the
field who’s willing to come in and
educate fellow members.

6. Start small, with a POC. And when
you’ve run your pilots and are
convinced about the business value,
go ahead and scale. After all, Yiannas
says, “Walmart is a pretty big lab! If it
can scale at Walmart, it can scale
anywhere!”

Figure 5.14: Walmart’s recommendation for Blockchain project success
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Chapter 6 - LESSONS LEARNED

At the bleeding at edge and evolution of blockchain technology, one can expect failures and
lessons learned no matter how you do it. The fundamental issue is blockchain is a technology
which drives transformational business solution wherever it is the right one. Some of the key
areas to discuss from a lessons learned perspective are:
•

Technology

•

Evolving and Maturing Technology

•

Compatibility across Technologies

•

Governance

•

Consortiums

•

Legal Structure

•

Global Acceptance

•

Financial

Let’s discuss briefly about some of the key lessons learned in the areas listed above:
6.1. Technology
Blockchain as a technology is very disparate in nature at the moment. The impact blockchain can
make from an opportunity perspective is how internet created an impact to our world back in the
mid-90s. The basic difference is there wasn’t an internet implemented by different vendors or
different open source organizations. An ideal global blockchain infrastructure should be a single
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standard one with nodes tied to biometric identity management, distributed ledger, and all the
key concepts that it has to offer. However, that will not be the case. The reality is there will be
several blockchain technologies like Hyperledger fabric by Linux foundation, Ethereum
blockchain by Ethereum open source community, Ripple, Bitcoin, and so forth. In the Verizon
blockchain project, when we started to socialize the idea with our business partners, there have
been a lot of discussions with the partners starting from, blockchain technology, connectivity,
security, cloud, and so forth. Some of the challenges and the lessons learned from Verizon’s
implementation of blockchain solution are mentioned in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Verizon’s technical challenges and learnings

6.2. Evolving and Maturing Technology
As we call blockchain as emerging technology. Yes it is on the bleeding edge and still evolving.
For example, Linux foundation released Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 LTS on January 10, 2019 and
according to Ferris and Enyeart (2019), “With an eye towards the growing rollout of production
Fabric networks, we are pleased to introduce Fabric v1.4 LTS, our first long term support
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release.” Similarly, Ethereum released its first production ready version in June of 2019 (Tatar,
2019) with several point releases following it. Hyperledger already announced its 2.0 release,
which strengthens consensus, and performance at scale (Miller, 2020). The young nature of the
production releases and fluidity/frequency of the features flowing in makes change management
a night mare for enterprises and developers.
6.3. Compatibility across technologies
Blockchain technologies (Hyperledger, Ethereum, and the likes.) are not compatible currently to
the most part. For example if a company or a group of companies participate in a supply chain
solution on Hyperledger fabric network, they will not be able to participate in another blockchain
network on Ethereum. However, there are some significant capabilities that are coming into play
from a compatibility stand point. The Hyperledger Fabric 1.3 supports smart contracts that can
participate in an Ethereum network (Repakula, 2018). This will allow a Hyperledger based node
to participate in an Ethereum network.
6.4. Governance
As we implement the blockchain network with partners, the initial deployments seem to be pretty
manageable. As the partners and the complexity of the network grows the management of
changes from a smart contracts and technology perspective becomes extremely complicated.
What becomes critical is a collaboration tool and framework across partners, which does not
exist today. This is one of the huge opportunities for the open source communities. Having said
that, the newest Hyperledger fabric release 2.0 has introduced decentralized governance of smart
contracts which allows multiple organizations to come to agreement on the parameters of a
chaincode, such as the chaincode endorsement policy, before it can be used to interact with the
ledger (Miller, 2020). These features can definitely be seen as part of the maturing technology.
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6.5. Consortium
A Consortium is supposed to be a federation of entities or companies coming together to do
business in a federated fashion with regulatory involvement. This noble idea normally is hard to
implement. According Wilson (2019), Consortia will be an effective way to group entities
transacting in the business ecosystem and pave the way for all the members to take advantage of
the framework, services and assets available in the consortium. This idea often gets contaminated
in some situations or prolonged as the lawyers get involved. What I mean by that is for example
in the Verizon situation 3rd party vendors would approach Verizon try to get the services
business to implement the functionality. While the discussions are going on, these vendors would
go and pitch to other partners and try to get their business. This resulted in a lack of trust in the
vendor who was prematurely pushing the envelope without a legal framework and meeting of the
minds. Wilson (2019) recommends to create a new legal entity and structure it to welcome all the
large and small players in the industry. Some of the maturing examples are TradeLens, IBM
Food Trust, and so forth.
6.6. Legal Structure
As discussed briefly above, legal structure is key to establishing a blockchain network or a
consortium or a federation. However the fundamental issue at any level (i.e. partners, business
domains, states, countries, and so forth.) is the legal departments coming together and agreeing
to the legal frameworks. Sometimes it feels like boiling the ocean. In the Verizon situation, the
max that we are able to accomplish is to have a 2-way NDA between Verizon and its partners. In
the other Consortia what is seen is a managed services provider like IBM facilitating the
consortium for profit (e.g. Food Trust and TradeLens). The opportunity for companies like
Verizon is to form a separate legal entity and invite other major players to co-invest and scale the
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network. There are lot of variables and risks to manage no matter what the scenario will be.
Some of the challenges will be intellectual property rights, cost of managing the network,
effective governance and operations of the network, and so forth. From a global opportunity
stand point, one can imagine the complexity of scaling the network cross borders, and so forth.
6.7. Global Acceptance
As discussed above, global acceptance of the blockchain solution is a huge opportunity. This is
as big opportunity for global enterprises and countries at large. Some of the significant
challenges are identity management, risk management, the rule of law with respect to data
security/privacy, and so forth. When it comes to crypto currency, there is no agreement as to
what will be the fiat currency behind a crypto. Several of the crypto currencies are being traded
in an extremely fluid fashion wherever they are allowed. In some countries like, China, Russia,
Columbia bitcoin is banned. According to Bajpai (2019), although Bitcoin is now almost 10
years old, many countries still do not have explicit systems that restrict, regulate, or ban the
cryptocurrency. The decentralized and anonymous nature of Bitcoin has challenged many
governments on how to allow legal use while preventing criminal transactions. Many countries
are still analyzing ways to regulate the cryptocurrency. Overall, Bitcoin remains in a legal gray
area for much of the world.
6.8. Financial
There are multiple angles to lessons learned from a financial perspective. One is as discussed
above cost of putting to together a consortium to implement an application or a network. The
subsequent issue is as you bring the small players into that same network, how will cost be
managed from an implementation, governance, operations and maintenance perspective. There is
a lot to think and innovate in this space. One way to do it is charge the participants by
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transactions/assets. The other creative ways can be use a metacoin concept to define and settle
cost based on an agreed upon fiat.
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Chapter 7 - SUMMARY

In summary, as discussed in this praxis, blockchain brings profound and dramatic impact of
digital transformation to the global economy in the form of 5th industrial revolution just like how
the internet changed humanity back in the mid-90s. As discussed in this praxis blockchain brings
to bare a world of opportunity to every individual and organization flattening the opportunity in
terms of identity, security, digital rights, collaboration, commerce, innovation, and so forth., by
leveraging the inbuilt transformative characteristics of security, peer-to-peer, distributed ledger,
programmable contracts, immutability, trust, provenance, value exchange, and transparency.
This has the opportunity to squash identity theft, fraud, centralized business models, disputes,
intermediaries, theft of asset rights, and so forth. With all these opportunities there are enormous
amount of challenges as we discussed in various sections. Some of the key challenges are
regulatory, the burden of legacy thinking (siloed and selfish), global leadership and open
recognition and action of what needs to change, learning from the dramatic transformations in
Estonia. As we all have to believe change is exponential, blockchain brings that opportunity of
profound global change for us to work on in the next several decades to come.
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